The YIN and YANG of A.I. in the legal industry—
a replacement or just a disruption?
Speaker Biography:
Qualified in 2011, Foster is a practicing barrister in Hong Kong with a diverse
background and expertise.

First studied Translation, then Philosophy,

Marketing, and Law, Foster has learned from the best of the humanities and
business world, well-reflected in his two extreme streams of practice:
advisory on commercial (especially listing) matters AND criminal litigation*.
Abstract of the talk:
As a firm believer of constant changes (YI) or the Hegelian Dialectic, Foster
believes that, with big data, artificial intelligence would be the future.

But

what does it mean? Rather than shouting an empty slogan, in this talk,
Foster will share his views on:
l

l

What A.I. can / cannot do to the legal industry?
²

which specific fields of work

²

which specific (peripheral) services sectors

What are the opportunities and threats?

Basically, a SWOT analysis!
Lastly and indeed most importantly,
l

How should one position himself / herself in this 4th Industrial
Revolution?

* See “More about Foster” on p.2
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IPO / ICO projects in 2018:
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Films and animation, and tourist resorts

-

Construction

-

Korean restaurant chain

-

Information solution and cloud services

-
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-

Logistics

-

Red wines
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